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Journal of blood and Lymph is an International peer reviewed journal with particular interest toward blood disorders and lymphatic disorders [1]. Blood and lymph are two specialized body fluids with varied functions that may be involved in several systemic diseases. So besides regular issues, usually dedicated Supplement is produced by Journal of Blood and Lymph to improve data concerning such medical aspect or particular clinical condition. This additional production of Supplement issues is in agreement with all editorial policy to produce additional updates to a regular editorial production.

So, because the great interest of Journal of Blood and Lymph to venous thromboembolism (VTE) testified by a progressive increase of submitted articles on VTE, a specific supplement has been dedicated to particular clinical conditions associated to VTE. The present supplement, in fact, is dedicated to Vascular Diseases and Vascular Malformations with several articles addressed to clinical and laboratory updates during specific vascular complications. A relevant number of articles in fact appear as case report of particular anatomic variants or acquired laboratory alteration of systemic illness; moreover also great experience of clinical complications of VTE occurring in particular condition as oncology or vascular anatomic abnormalities are present in the supplement in order to increase knowledge of readers.

The first article of the supplement is totally focused on alteration of haemostasis during sepsis and to related pathological mechanisms that lead to vascular thrombotic complications as VTE or disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) [2].

The second article is dedicated to autoimmune abnormalities present in particular clinical lymphedemas, in particular to a specific genetic mutation that may induce a specific clinical feature. Moreover, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures for the clinical management are easily discussed in the report [3].

The third and fourth articles are case reports on the clinical development and management of particular episodes of VTE occurring for anatomic malformation (e.g. vena cava agenesia) and in the other case for the chronic use and presence of peripheral inserted central catheter (PICC). The first case easily explain as the anatomic malformation is associated not only to early onset of VTE but also to recurrent VTE and development of post thrombotic syndrome of lower limb [4]; the second case is focused on the most frequent complication of PICC (i.e. VTE) that may induce not only further thrombotic complication as pulmonary embolism but also following infection of PICC with risk of sepsis [5].

The fifth article is a further clinical case report of a good outcome of haemolytic anaemia occurring as complication of a Lymphatic disorder as Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma. The report offers also interesting clinical point of discussion of differential diagnosis and therapeutic regimen to treat this frequent complication of NHL [6].

Also the sixth article is a case report that has been focused on the difficult management of severe dyspnoea induced by anaemia. The acute needful treatment of the anaemia was transfusion but several troubles were detected because of the presence of several alloantibodies present in the sera of the host [7].

The last article is a specialistic report of the Italian society of Internal Medicine FADOI focused of available data and future perspectives of treatment of VTE with direct oral anticoagulants in oncological patients [8]. These drugs are prompt to substitute low molecular weight heparins in the treatment of this cancer associated thrombosis. So all reported data in this supplement may help the reader to increase his/her Knowledge to manage particular clinical condition on clinical practice.
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